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Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands
A Novel
Doubleday Books Living in an igloo of ice and trash bags half a year after a cataclysmic nuclear disaster, Emily, convinced that she will be hated as the daughter of the drunken father
who caused the meltdown, assumes a ﬁctional identity while protecting a homeless boy. By the best-selling author of The Sandcastle Girls. 150,000 ﬁrst printing.

Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands
A Novel
Vintage A heartbreaking, wildly inventive, and moving novel narrated by a teenage runaway, from the bestselling author of Midwives and The Sandcastle Girls. Close Your Eyes, Hold
Hands is the story of Emily Shepard, a homeless teen living in an igloo made of ice and trash bags ﬁlled with frozen leaves. Half a year earlier, a nuclear plant in Vermont's
Northeast Kingdom had experienced a cataclysmic meltdown, and both of Emily's parents were killed. Devastatingly, her father was in charge of the plant, and the meltdown may
have been his fault. Was he drunk when it happened? Thousands of people are forced to ﬂee their homes in the Kingdom; rivers and forests are destroyed; and Emily feels certain
that as the daughter of the most hated man in America, she is in danger. So instead of following the social workers and her classmates after the meltdown, Emily takes oﬀ on her
own for Burlington, where she survives by stealing, sleeping on the ﬂoor of a drug dealer's apartment, and inventing a new identity for herself -- an identity inspired by her favorite
poet, Emily Dickinson. When Emily befriends a young homeless boy named Cameron, she protects him with a ferocity she didn't know she had. But she still can't outrun her past,
can't escape her grief, can't hide forever—and so she comes up with the only plan that she can. A story of loss, adventure, and the search for friendship in the wake of catastrophe,
Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands is one of Chris Bohjalian’s ﬁnest novels to date—breathtaking, wise, and utterly transporting.

Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands
Doubleday Canada A heartbreaking and wildly inventive new novel from the bestselling author of Midwives and The Sandcastle Girls. Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands is the story of Emily
Shepard, a homeless girl living in an igloo made of garbage bags in Burlington, Vermont. Nearly a year ago, a power plant in the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont had a meltdown and
both of Emily's parents were killed. Devastatingly, her father was in charge of the plant, and the meltdown may have been his fault--was he drunk when it happened? Thousands of
people are forced to leave their homes; rivers and forests are destroyed; and Emily knows that as the daughter of the most hated man in America, she is in danger. So instead of
following the social workers and her classmates to safety after the meltdown, Emily takes oﬀ on her own for Burlington where she survives by stealing, sleeping on the ﬂoor of a
drug dealer's house, inventing a new identity for herself, and befriending a young homeless kid named Cameron. But Emily can't outrun her past, can't escape her grief, can't hide
forever--and so she comes up with the only plan that she can.

The Sleepwalker
A Novel
Vintage NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the bestselling author of The Flight Attendant comes a spine-tingling novel of lies, loss and buried desire—the mesmerizing story of a
wife and mother who vanishes from her bed late one night. Gorgeous, blond, successful, living in a beautiful Victorian home in a Vermont village, Annalee Ahlberg has another side:
at night she sleepwalks, and her aﬄiction manifests in ways both devastating and bizarre. A search party combs the woods, but there is little trace of Annalee and her family fears
the worst. Her daughter Lianna leaves college to care for her father and younger sister. She ﬁnds herself uncontrollably drawn to Gavin Rikert, the hazel-eyed detective
investigating the case, and the two become involved. But Gavin seems to know more about Lianna's mother than he should. As Lianna sifts through the life Annalee has left behind,
she wonders if the man sleeping next to her could hold the key to her mother's mysterious disappearance.

Hour of the Witch
A Novel
Vintage NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the acclaimed author of The Flight Attendant: “Historical ﬁction at its best…. The book is a thriller in structure, and a real page-turner,
the ending both unexpected and satisfying” (Diana Gabaldon, bestselling author of the Outlander series, The Washington Post). A young Puritan woman—faithful, resourceful, but
afraid of the demons that dog her soul—plots her escape from a violent marriage in this riveting and propulsive novel of historical suspense. Boston, 1662. Mary Deerﬁeld is twentyfour-years-old. Her skin is porcelain, her eyes delft blue, and in England she might have had many suitors. But here in the New World, amid this community of saints, Mary is the
second wife of Thomas Deerﬁeld, a man as cruel as he is powerful. When Thomas, prone to drunken rage, drives a three-tined fork into the back of Mary's hand, she resolves that
she must divorce him to save her life. But in a world where every neighbor is watching for signs of the devil, a woman like Mary—a woman who harbors secret desires and ﬁnds it
diﬃcult to tolerate the brazen hypocrisy of so many men in the colony—soon becomes herself the object of suspicion and rumor. When tainted objects are discovered buried in
Mary's garden, when a boy she has treated with herbs and simples dies, and when their servant girl runs screaming in fright from her home, Mary must ﬁght to not only escape her
marriage, but also the gallows. A twisting, tightly plotted novel of historical suspense from one of our greatest storytellers, Hour of the Witch is a timely and terrifying story of
socially sanctioned brutality and the original American witch hunt.

The Guest Room
A Novel
Vintage NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the New York Times bestselling author of The Flight Attendant comes the spellbinding tale of a party gone horribly wrong: two men lie dead in
a suburban living room, two women are on the run from police, and a marriage is ripping apart at the seams. When Kristin Chapman agrees to let her husband, Richard, host his
brother's bachelor party, she expects a certain amount of debauchery. She takes their young daughter to Manhattan for the evening, leaving her Westchester home to the men and
their hired entertainment. What she does not expect is that the entertainment—two scared young women brought there by force—will kill their captors and drive oﬀ into the night.
With their house now a crime scene, Kristin's and Richard’s life spirals into nightmare. Kristin is unable to forgive her husband for his lapses in judgement, or for the moment he
shared with a dark-haired girl in the guest room. But for the dark-haired girl, Alexandra, the danger is just beginning.

The Light in the Ruins
Vintage Hoping to safeguard themselves during World War II within their villa in Florence, the Rosati family become prisoners in their home instead when the Nazis take over the
estate, a situation that leads to a murder investigation years later.
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The Sandcastle Girls
Vintage Presents the parallel stories of a young woman who falls in love with an Armenian soldier while aiding victims of the Armenian genocide in the early twentieth century, and a
young woman who researches her Armenian heritage and discovers a terrible familysecret.

Midwives
A Novel
Vintage NATIONAL BESTSELLER • This modern classic from the author of The Flight Attendant is a compulsively readable novel that explores questions of human responsibility that
are as fundamental to our society now as they were when the book was ﬁrst published. A selection of Oprah's original Book Club that has sold more than two million copies. On an
icy winter night in an isolated house in rural Vermont, a seasoned midwife named Sibyl Danforth takes desperate measures to save a baby’s life. She performs an emergency
cesarean section on a mother she believes has died of stroke. But what if—as Sibyl's assistant later charges—the patient wasn't already dead? The ensuing trial bears the earmarks
of a witch hunt, forcing Sibyl to face the antagonism of the law, the hostility of traditional doctors, and the accusations of her own conscience. Exploring the complex and emotional
decisions surrounding childbirth, Midwives engages, moves, and transﬁxes us as only the very best novels ever do.

The Flight Attendant
A Novel
Vintage "A ﬂight attendant wakes up in the wrong hotel, in the wrong bed, with a dead man--and no idea what happened. Cassandra Bowden is no stranger to hungover
mornings...When she awakes in a Dubai hotel room, she tries to piece the previous night back together...Afraid to call the police--she's a single woman alone in a hotel room far
from home--Cassie...lies to the FBI agents in New York who meet her at the gate. Soon it's too late to come clean--or face the truth about what really happened back in Dubai. Could
she have killed him? If not, who did?"--Provided by publisher.

Trans-Sister Radio
A Novel
Vintage From the bestselling author of Midwives comes a thought-provoking story about gender, love, and new relationships. When Allison Banks develops a crush on Dana Stevens,
she knows that he will give her what she needs most: attention, gentleness, kindness, passion. Her daughter, Carly, enthusiastically witnesses the change in her mother. But then a
few months into their relationship, Dana tells Allison his secret: he has always been certain that he is a woman born into the wrong skin, and soon he will transition. Allison,
overwhelmed by the depth of her passion, ﬁnds herself unable to leave Dana. By deciding to stay, she ﬁnds she must confront questions most people never even consider. Not only
will her own life and Carly’s be irrevocably changed, she will have to contend with the outrage of a small Vermont community and come to terms with her lover’s new body–hoping
against hope that her love will transcend the physical.

The Red Lotus
A Novel
Vintage "A twisting story of love and deceit: an American man vanishes from a rural road in Vietnam and his girlfriend, an ER doctor trained in deductive reasoning, follows a path
that leads her home to the very hospital where they ﬁrst met. Alexis and Austen met on a Saturday night. Not in a bar, but instead in the emergency room where Alexis sutured a
bullet wound in Austen's arm. Six months later, on the brink of falling in love, they travel to Vietnam on a bicycling tour so that Austen can show her his passion for cycling and so
that he can pay his respects to the place where his father and uncle fought in the war. But as Alexis sips white wine and waits at the hotel for Austen to return from his solo ride,
two men emerge from the tall grass and Austen vanishes into thin air. The only clues he leaves behind are two bright yellow energy gels dropped in the dirt road. As Alexis grapples
with this bewildering loss, navigating the FBI, Austen's prickly family, and her colleagues at the hospital, Alexis uncovers a series of strange lies that force her to wonder: Where did
Austen go? Why did he really bring her to Vietnam? And how much danger has he left her in? Set amid the adrenaline-fueled world of the emergency room, The Red Lotus is a
fascinating story of those who dedicate their lives to saving people, and those who instead peddle death to the highest bidder."--

The Night Strangers
A Novel
Broadway Books After he crashes his plane into Lake Champlain, killing most of the passengers, Chip Linton moves into a new home with his wife and twin daughters and soon ﬁnds
himself being haunted by the dead passengers, all while his wife wonders why the strange herbalist denizens of the town have taken such an interest in her daughters. Reprint. A
best-selling book.

Secrets of Eden
A Novel
Crown NOW A LIFETIME TV MOVIE STARRING JOHN STAMOS From the bestselling author of The Double Bind, Midwives, and Skeletons at the Feast comes a novel of shattered faith,
intimate secrets, and the delicate nature of sacriﬁce. "There," says Alice Hayward to Reverend Stephen Drew, just after her baptism, and just before going home to the husband who
will kill her that evening and then shoot himself. Drew, tortured by the cryptic ﬁnality of that short utterance, feels his faith in God slipping away and is saved from despair only by a
meeting with Heather Laurent, the author of wildly successful, inspirational books about . . . angels. Heather survived a childhood that culminated in her own parents' murdersuicide, so she identiﬁes deeply with Alice’s daughter, Katie, oﬀering herself as a mentor to the girl and a shoulder for Stephen – who ﬂees the pulpit to be with Heather and see if
there is anything to be salvaged from the spiritual wreckage around him. But then the State's Attorney begins to suspect that Alice's husband may not have killed himself. . .and
ﬁnds out that Alice had secrets only her minister knew. Secrets of Eden is both a haunting literary thriller and a deeply evocative testament to the inner complexities that mark all of
our lives. Once again Chris Bohjalian has given us a riveting page-turner in which nothing is precisely what it seems. As one character remarks, “Believe no one. Trust no one.
Assume all of our stories are suspect.”

Before You Know Kindness
A Novel
Vintage After a decade of spending a delightful summer week at their country house in New Hampshire, the members of the extended Seton family are confronted by a terrible
accident, testing the values and relationships that hold them together.

Water Witches
Vintage From the bestselling author of The Flight Attendant--Patience Avery is a dowser, a "water witch." Her natural gifts enable her to locate lost items, missing people, and
aquifers deep within the earth. This last skill is more in demand than ever, as her home state of Vermont is in the grip of the worst drought in years. Patience knows better than
most that this crisis is only the start. 25th Anniversary Edition, with a new note from the author Yet Patience's opinion means little to her brother-in-law, Scottie Winston. Scottie's
spent the long, dry summer lobbying for permits to expand Powder Peak, a local ski area that's his law ﬁrm's biggest client. The resort is seeking to draw water for snowmaking
from the Chittenden River, despite opposition from environmentalists who fear that the already weakened waterway will be damaged beyond repair. As the pressure mounts--from
his wife and daughter on one side and a slew of powerful politicians and wealthy developers on the other--Scottie ﬁnds himself pushed closer and closer to a life-changing moral
crisis. One of bestselling author Chris Bohjalian's earliest novels, Water Witches is a prescient environmentalist and political drama that's even more relevant today than it was a
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quarter of a century ago.

The Double Bind
Vintage From the bestselling author of The Flight Attendant, here is a gripping psychological novel of obsession and consequence. When Laurel Estabrook is attacked while riding her
bicycle through Vermont’s back roads, her life is forever changed. Formerly outgoing, Laurel withdraws into her photography, spending all her free time at a homeless shelter. There
she meets Bobbie Crocker, a man with a history of mental illness and a box of photographs that he won’t let anyone see. When Bobbie dies, Laurel discovers a deeply hidden
secret–a story that leads her far from her old life, and into a cat-and-mouse game with pursuers who claim they want to save her. In a tale that travels between the Roaring Twenties
and the twenty-ﬁrst century, between Jay Gatsby’s Long Island and rural New England, bestselling author Chris Bohjalian has written an extraordinary novel.

The Lioness
A Novel
Doubleday NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A luxurious African safari turns deadly for a Hollywood starlet and her entourage in this riveting historical thriller from the New York
Times bestselling author of The Flight Attendant. "The best possible combination of Hemingway and Agatha Christie — a gorgeously written story about the landscape and risks of
Africa, whose edge-of-your-seat plot makes it impossible to put down.” —Jodi Picoult, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Wish You Were Here Tanzania, 1964. When Katie
Barstow, A-list actress, and her new husband, David Hill, decide to bring their Hollywood friends to the Serengeti for their honeymoon, they envision giraﬀes gently eating leaves
from the tall acacia trees, great swarms of wildebeests crossing the Mara River, and herds of zebras storming the sandy plains. Their glamorous guests—including Katie’s best
friend, Carmen Tedesco, and Terrance Dutton, the celebrated Black actor who stars alongside Katie in the highly controversial ﬁlm Tender Madness—will spend their days taking
photos, and their evenings drinking chilled gin and tonics back at camp, as the local Tanzanian guides warm water for their baths. The wealthy Americans expect civilized adventure:
fresh ice from the kerosene-powered ice maker, dinners of cooked gazelle meat, and plenty of stories to tell over lunch back on Rodeo Drive. What Katie and her glittering entourage
do not expect is this: a kidnapping gone wrong, their guides bleeding out in the dirt, and a team of Russian mercenaries herding their hostages into Land Rovers, guns to their
heads. As the powerful sun gives way to night, the gunmen shove them into abandoned huts and Katie Barstow, Hollywood royalty, prays for a simple thing: to see the sun rise one
more time. A blistering story of fame, race, love, and death set in a world on the cusp of great change, The Lioness is a vibrant masterpiece from one of our ﬁnest storytellers.

The Women's March
A Novel of the 1913 Woman Suﬀrage Procession
HarperCollins New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Chiaverini returns with The Women’s March, an enthralling historical novel of the women’s suﬀrage movement inspired by
three courageous women who bravely risked their lives and liberty in the ﬁght to win the vote. Twenty-ﬁve-year-old Alice Paul returns to her native New Jersey after several years
on the front lines of the suﬀrage movement in Great Britain. Weakened from imprisonment and hunger strikes, she is nevertheless determined to invigorate the stagnant suﬀrage
movement in her homeland. Nine states have already granted women voting rights, but only a constitutional amendment will secure the vote for all. To inspire support for the
campaign, Alice organizes a magniﬁcent procession down Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, DC, the day before the inauguration of President-elect Woodrow Wilson, a ﬁrm
antisuﬀragist. Joining the march is thirty-nine-year-old New Yorker Maud Malone, librarian and advocate for women’s and workers’ rights. The daughter of Irish immigrants, Maud
has acquired a reputation—and a criminal record—for interrupting politicians’ speeches with pointed questions they’d rather ignore. Civil rights activist and journalist Ida B. WellsBarnett resolves that women of color must also be included in the march—and the proposed amendment. Born into slavery in Mississippi, Ida worries that white suﬀragists may
exclude Black women if it serves their own interests. On March 3, 1913, the glorious march commences, but negligent police allow vast crowds of belligerent men to block the
parade route—jeering, shouting threats, assaulting the marchers—endangering not only the success of the demonstration but the women’s very lives. Inspired by actual events, The
Women’s March oﬀers a fascinating account of a crucial but little-remembered moment in American history, a turning point in the struggle for women’s rights.

The Buﬀalo Soldier
A Novel
Vintage The devastating loss of their twin daughters in a ﬂash ﬂood turns the lives of Terry and Laura Sheldon upside down as their marriage is tested by grief, Terry's brief love
aﬀair, and their growing relationship with their foster child, a ten-year-old African American boy.

Idyll Banter
Weekly Excursions to a Very Small Town
Broadway Books A compilation of essays, based on a series of weekly columns, reﬂects on life in a small town in New England as it explores how America has changed over the past
decade.

The Country of Ice Cream Star
Harper Collins In the aftermath of a devastating plague, a fearless young heroine embarks on a dangerous and surprising journey to save her world in this brilliantly inventive
dystopian thriller, told in bold and ﬁerce language, from a remarkable literary talent. My name be Ice Cream Fifteen Star and this be the tale of how I bring the cure to all the
Nighted States . . . In the ruins of a future America, ﬁfteen-year-old Ice Cream Star and her nomadic tribe live oﬀ of the detritus of a crumbled civilization. Theirs is a world of
children; before reaching the age of twenty, they all die of a mysterious disease they call Posies—a plague that has killed for generations. There is no medicine, no treatment; only
the mysterious rumor of a cure. When her brother begins showing signs of the disease, Ice Cream Star sets oﬀ on a bold journey to ﬁnd this cure. Led by a stranger, a captured
prisoner named Pasha who becomes her devoted protector and friend, Ice Cream Star plunges into the unknown, risking her freedom and ultimately her life. Traveling hundreds of
miles across treacherous, unfamiliar territory, she will experience love, heartbreak, cruelty, terror, and betrayal, ﬁghting with her whole heart and soul to protect the only world she
has ever known. Guardian First Book Award ﬁnalist Sandra Newman delivers an extraordinary post-apocalyptic literary epic as imaginative as The Passage and as linguistically
ambitious as Cloud Atlas. Like Hushpuppy in The Beasts of the Southern Wild grown to adolescence in a landscape as dangerously unpredictable as that of Ready Player One, The
Country of Ice Cream Star is a breathtaking work from a writer of rare and unconventional talent.

Wingspan
Vintage Originally produced as a one-act play starring Grace Experience and K.K. Glick, Wingspan is the story of a young ﬂight attendant with a fear of ﬂying, who is about to work
her ﬁrst transatlantic trip. When a veteran co-worker tries to help her through the turbulent crossing, she discovers that a fear of ﬂying is the least of the young woman’s secrets. A
Vintage Shorts Original. An ebook short.

The Courage Tree
Harlequin It is Every Mother's Nightmare…Only Worse Eight-year-old Sophie Donohue just wanted to be like every other little girl. Which is why her mother, Janine, reluctantly agreed
to let her go on the weekend camping trip with her Brownie troop. But when Janine arrives to pick up Sophie after the trip, her daughter is not with the others. Somehow, along the
forested route from West Virginia, Sophie has disappeared. But Sophie is no ordinary eight-year-old. She suﬀers from a rare disease, and Janine has recently enrolled her in an
experimental treatment as a last eﬀort to save her life—despite the vehement objections of her ex-husband, Joe. Without her medication, Sophie cannot survive long. All her
mother's instincts tell Janine that Sophie is alive, but time is running out. Deep in the Virginia forest, another drama unfolds. Sophie ﬁnds refuge in a remote cabin inhabited by Zoe,
a woman who wants nothing to do with the child. Zoe is struggling to save her own daughter from the law, and Sophie's presence jeopardizes any chance of that happening. She is
as determined to save her daughter as Janine is to save Sophie…and only one of them can succeed.

Alice & Oliver
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A Novel
New York, 1993. Alice Culvert is a caring wife, a doting new mother, a loyal friend, and a soulful artist - a fashion designer who wears a baby carrier and haute couture with equal
aplomb. In their loft in Manhattan's gritty Meatpacking District, Alice and her husband, Oliver, are raising their infant daughter, Doe, delighting in the wonders of early parenthood.
Their life together feels so vital and full of promise, which makes Alice's sudden cancer diagnosis especially staggering. In the span of a single day, the couple's focus narrows to the
basic question of her survival

Skeletons at the Feast
A Novel
Broadway Books During the ﬁnal months of World War II, a small group of people make their way westward across a ravaged Europe in a desperate attempt to reach British and
American lines.

Like Water on Stone
Ember Shahen, a youth who dreams of moving to New York, his twin Sosi, who never wants to leave her home, and their little sister, Miriam, ﬂee the horrifying Armenian genocide of
1915 and struggle for survival in the aftermath of their parents' deaths. Simultaneous eBook.

The End of the Point
A Novel
Harper Collins Longlisted for the 2013 National Book Award for Fiction Ashaunt Point, Massachusetts, has anchored life for generations of the Porter family, who summer along its
remote, rocky shore. But in 1942, the U.S. Army arrives on the Point, bringing havoc and change. That summer, the two older Porter girls—teenagers Helen and Dossie—run wild
while their only brother, Charlie, goes oﬀ to train for war. The children’s Scottish nurse, Bea, falls in love. And youngest daughter Janie is entangled in an incident that cuts the
season short. An unforgettable portrait of one family’s journey through the second half of the twentieth century, Elizabeth Graver’s The End of the Point artfully probes the hairline
fractures hidden beneath the surface of our lives and traces the fragile and enduring bonds that connect us.

Hangman
Carroll & Graf Pub Detective J.P. Burrows investigates the mysteries of a century-old farmhouse when one of its inhabitants, Brian Middleton, is found hanging by a noose in its attic

Wreckage
Lake Union Press Lillian Linden is a liar. On the surface, she looks like a brave survivor of a plane crash. But she's been lying to her family, her friends, and the whole world since
rescue helicopters scooped her and her fellow survivor, Dave Hall, oﬀ a deserted island in the South Paciﬁc. Missing for almost two years, the castaways are thrust into the spotlight
after their rescue, becoming media darlings overnight. But they can't tell the real story—so they lie. The public is fascinated by the castaways' saga, but Lillian and Dave must return
to their lives and their spouses. Genevieve Randall—a hard-nosed journalist and host of a news program—isn't buying it. She suspects Lillian's and Dave's explanations about the
other crash survivors aren't true. And now, Genevieve's determined to get the real story, no matter how many lives it destroys. In this intriguing tale of survival, secrets, and
redemption, two everyday people thrown together by tragedy must ﬁnally face the truth…even if it tears them apart.

The Lions of Hollywood
"A luxurious African safari turns deadly for a Hollywood starlet and her entourage in this riveting historical thriller from the New York Times bestselling author of The Flight
Attendant"--

Errantry
Strange Stories
Small Beer Press Praise for Elizabeth Hand: "Fiercely frightening yet hauntingly beautiful."—Tess Gerritsen, author of The Silent Girl "A sinful pleasure."—Katherine Dunn, author of
Geek Love No one is innocent, no one unexamined in award-winner Elizabeth Hand's new collection. From the summer isles to the mysterious people next door all the way to the odd
guy one cubicle over, Hand teases apart the dark strangenesses of everyday life to show us the impossibilities, broken dreams, and improbable dreams that surely can never come
true. Elizabeth Hand's novels include Shirley Jackson Award–winner Generation Loss, Mortal Love, and Available Dark.

The Law of Similars
A Novel
Vintage " The Law of Similars is fast-paced and absorbing. Few writers can manipulate a plot with Bohjalian's grace and power."-The New York Times Book Review From the number
one bestselling author of Midwives comes this riveting medical thriller about a lawyer, a homeopath, and a tragic death. When one of homeopath Carissa Lake's patients falls into an
allergy-induced coma, possibly due to her prescribed remedy, Leland Fowler's oﬃce starts investigating the case. But Leland is also one of Carissa's patients, and he is begining to
realize that he has fallen in love with her. As love and legal obligations collide, Leland comes face-to-face with an ethical dilemma of enormous proportions. Graceful, intelligent, and
suspenseful, The Law of Similars is a powerful examination of the links between hope and hubris, love and deception. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Chris Bohjalian's
The Light in the Ruins.

What I Had Before I Had You
A Novel
Harper Collins A woman must face the truth about her past in this luminous, evocative novel of parents and children, guilt and forgiveness, memory and magical thinking. Olivia Reed
was ﬁfteen when she left her hometown of Ocean Vista on the Jersey Shore. Two decades later, divorced and unstrung, she returns with her teenage daughter, Carrie, and nineyear-old son, Daniel, recently diagnosed with bipolar disorder. Distracted by thoughts of the past, Olivia fails to notice when Daniel disappears from her side. Her frantic search for
him sparks memories of the summer of 1987, when she exploded out of the cocoon of her mother’s ﬁerce, smothering love and into a sudden, full-throttle adolescence, complete
with dangerous new friends, ﬁrst love, and a rebellion so intense that it utterly recharted the course of her life. Olivia’s mother, Myla, was a practicing psychic whose powers waxed
and waned along with her mercurial moods. Myla raised Olivia to be a guarded child, and also to believe in the ever-present infant ghosts of her twin sisters, whom Myla took care of
as if they were alive—diapers, baby food, an empty nursery kept like a shrine. At ﬁfteen, Olivia saw her sisters for the ﬁrst time, not as ghostly infants but as teenagers on the
beach. But when Myla denied her vision, Olivia set out to learn the truth—a journey that led to shattering discoveries about herself and her family. Sarah Cornwell seamlessly
weaves together the past and the present in this riveting debut novel, as she examines the relationships between mothers and daughters, and the powerful forces of loss, family
history, and magical thinking.

The Premonition
A Short Story Prequel to The Sleepwalker
Doubleday This mesmerizing ebook original short story—a prequel to The Sleepwalker—from Chris Bohjalian, bestselling author of The Sandcastle Girls and The Guest Room, tells the
tale of one strange summer when a pair of horses die, an odd boy moves to a small Vermont town, and a woman rises from her bed and disappears into the night. Lianna Ahlberg is
seventeen when a thunderstorm snaps a power line to the earth, electrifying the ground, the rain spreading the current like wildﬁre across the wet grass. Two horses are killed in
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the nearby ﬁeld, unnerving the neighbors, upsetting the peculiar boy who has just moved in, and ﬁlling Lianna with a deep and abiding sense of dread. This is not the ﬁrst unusual
thing to happen that summer—a summer when Lianna’s mother begins to sleepwalk in the smallest hours of morning—and it will not be the last.

The Scarlet Sisters
Sex, Suﬀrage, and Scandal in the Gilded Age
Hachette UK A fresh look at the life and times of Victoria Woodhull and Tennie Claﬂin, two sisters whose radical views on sex, love, politics, and business threatened the white male
power structure of the nineteenth century and shocked the world. Here award-winning author Myra MacPherson deconstructs and lays bare the manners and mores of Victorian
America, remarkably illuminating the struggle for equality that women are still ﬁghting today. Victoria Woodhull and Tennessee "Tennie" Claﬂin-the most fascinating and scandalous
sisters in American history-were unequaled for their vastly avant-garde crusade for women's ﬁscal, political, and sexual independence. They escaped a tawdry childhood to become
rich and famous, achieving a stunning list of ﬁrsts. In 1870 they became the ﬁrst women to open a brokerage ﬁrm, not to be repeated for nearly a century. Amid high gossip that he
was Tennie's lover, the richest man in America, fabled tycoon Cornelius Vanderbilt, bankrolled the sisters. As beautiful as they were audacious, the sisters drew a crowd of more
than two thousand Wall Street bankers on opening day. A half century before women could vote, Victoria used her Wall Street fame to become the ﬁrst woman to run for president,
choosing former slave Frederick Douglass as her running mate. She was also the ﬁrst woman to address a United States congressional committee. Tennie ran for Congress and
shocked the world by becoming the honorary colonel of a black regiment. They were the ﬁrst female publishers of a radical weekly, and the ﬁrst to print Karl Marx's Communist
Manifesto in America. As free lovers they railed against Victorian hypocrisy and exposed the alleged adultery of Henry Ward Beecher, the most famous preacher in America, igniting
the "Trial of the Century" that rivaled the Civil War for media coverage. Eventually banished from the women's movement while imprisoned for allegedly sending "obscenity" through
the mail, the sisters sashayed to London and married two of the richest men in England, dining with royalty while pushing for women's rights well into the twentieth century. Vividly
telling their story, Myra MacPherson brings these inspiring and outrageous sisters brilliantly to life.

My Sunshine Away
Penguin THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "A tantalizing mystery and a tender coming-of-age story...Unputdownable."—Oprah.com In the summer of 1989, a Baton Rouge
neighborhood best known for cookouts on sweltering summer afternoons, cauldrons of spicy crawﬁsh, and passionate football fandom is rocked by a violent crime when ﬁfteen-yearold Lindy Simpson—free spirit, track star, and belle of the block—is attacked late one evening near her home. For such a close-knit community, the suspects are numerous, and the
secrets hidden behind each closed door begin to unravel. Even the young teenage boy across the street, our narrator, does not escape suspicion. It is through his eyes, still haunted
by heartbreak and guilt many years later, that we begin to piece together the night of Lindy’s attack and its terrible rippling consequences on the once-idyllic community. Both an
enchanting coming-of-age story and a gripping mystery, My Sunshine Away reveals the ways in which our childhoods shape us, and what happens when those childhoods end.
Acutely wise and deeply honest, this is an astonishing and page-turning debut about the meaning of family, the power of memory, and our ability to forgive. Named A Book of the
Year by NPR, The Dallas Morning News, Kirkus Reviews, and Booklist An Entertainment Weekly 'Must List' Pick

The Sandcastle Girls
A Novel
Vintage NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the bestselling author of The Flight Attendant, here is a sweeping historical love story that probes the depths of love, family, and secrets amid
the Armenian Genocide during WWI. When Elizabeth Endicott arrives in Aleppo, Syria, she has a diploma from Mount Holyoke, a crash course in nursing, and only the most basic
grasp of the Armenian language. It’s 1915, and Elizabeth has volunteered to help deliver food and medical aid to refugees of the Armenian Genocide during the First World War.
There she meets Armen, a young Armenian engineer who has already lost his wife and infant daughter. After leaving Aleppo and traveling into Egypt to join the British Army, he
begins to write Elizabeth letters, realizing that he has fallen in love with the wealthy young American. Years later, their American granddaughter, Laura, embarks on a journey back
through her family’s history, uncovering a story of love, loss—and a wrenching secret that has been buried for generations.

Do Not Become Alarmed
A Novel
Penguin The moving and suspenseful new novel that Ann Patchett calls "smart and thrilling and impossible to put down... the book that every reader longs for." “This summer’s
undoubtable smash hit… an addictive, heart-palpitating story.” —Marie Claire The sun is shining, the sea is blue, the children have disappeared. When Liv and Nora decide to take
their husbands and children on a holiday cruise, everyone is thrilled. The adults are lulled by the ship’s comfort and ease. The four children—ages six to eleven—love the nonstop
buﬀet and their newfound independence. But when they all go ashore for an adventure in Central America, a series of minor misfortunes and miscalculations leads the families
farther from the safety of the ship. One minute the children are there, and the next they’re gone. The disintegration of the world the families knew—told from the perspectives of
both the adults and the children—is both riveting and revealing. The parents, accustomed to security and control, turn on each other and blame themselves, while the seemingly
helpless children discover resources they never knew they possessed. Do Not Become Alarmed is a story about the protective force of innocence and the limits of parental power,
and an insightful look at privileged illusions of safety. Celebrated for her spare and moving ﬁction, Maile Meloy has written a gripping novel about how quickly what we count on can
fall away, and the way a crisis shifts our perceptions of what matters most.

Tonight We Rule the World
Page Street Kids From the critically acclaimed author of Deposing Nathan comes an explosive examination of identity, voice, and the indelible ways our stories are rewritten by others.
In the beginning, Owen’s story was blank . . . then he was befriended by Lily, the aspiring author who helped him ﬁnd his voice. Together, the two have spent years navigating ﬁrst
love and amassing an inseparable friend group. But all of it is upended one day when his school’s administration learns Owen’s secret: that he was sexually assaulted by a
classmate. In the ensuing investigation, everyone scrambles to hold their worlds together. Owen, still wrestling with his self-destructive thoughts and choices. His father, a missiondriven military vet ready to start a war to ﬁnd his son’s attacker. The school bureaucrats, who seem most concerned with kowtowing to the local media attention. And Lily, who can’t
learn that Owen is the mystery victim everyone is talking about . . . because once she does, it will set oﬀ a chain of events that will change their lives forever. Heartbreaking and
hopeful, this is a coming-of-age story that explores how we rebuild after the world comes crumbling down.
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